Love Astrology Bootcamp Q&A

Q: In a composite chart, if there is a stellium of planets in the 4th/10th
axis or 1/7, or 2/8 how can you look to harmonize the energy to work
together.
A: When the focus is on opposing houses, it becomes important to find
balance with whatever that axis rules, otherwise there may be a
volleying back and forth between the two. It always comes down to
balance with an axis!
Q: I have a friend who asked why has her love life dried up. I looked at
her natal chart with transits, her progressed chart and her solar return
chart. Nothing looks like it is going on in the 5th and 7th houses in any
of those charts except chiron! Aries is the sign on her dating and
marriage houses in those charts. I know you have only a few details but
could Chiron be causing this much of a problem? It is interesting
because her love life dried up after her last break up in Feb. 2018. How
would I go about finding out when she will have a love break through?
A: The lack of aspects likely has more to do with (no aspects = nothing
happening). Only having Chiron in play likely means this time is about
her working on relationships issues and healing from them. Letting go of
old wounds and relationships that don’t serve her well. It’s a little like
Saturn here but more focused on healing (less focused on punishment!).
Q: So this lady has natal chiron in the 7th house. Actually, so does the
other lady. But, what I see in this second lady's chart is that the ruler of
the 7th is in the 6th house of Aries with transiting chiron there, though it
is not yet transiting her Venus. First off, she works from home so she
can't find love in the workplace. lol I told her to go find a man at the

gym. lol But... Next year Uranus will conjunct her chiron, so I wonder if
that would be a time for healing so that eventually she can find love?
Her progressed chart has a little 5th house action with the sun there but
it is in Aries so transiting chiron is there, too. Her solar return chart is
mostly career focused. What kind of transit does she need to find love?
A: You seem to be attracting people who are on a healing journey with
love! With Chiron, it’s all about healing from the past and releasing
baggage. This seems focused on relationships for her. (and with the 6th
house, maybe she meets someone through their work instead of hers!)
Transits to find love are the same across the board - major positive
aspects to the 5th and 7th house rulers and cusps in the natal and
progressed charts, transits of the 5th and 7th houses, aspects to natal
and progressed Venus. You want multiple in a short span of time.
Q: What is the effect of the Vertex when activated by an aspect in a
synastry chart?
A: I don’t work much with the Vertex so can’t really say! It’s a point
related to fate and destiny, so it may trigger something with that.
Q: What is the effect of POF conjunct POF in a synastry chart? Example
POF conjunct POF within 0-3 degrees. What does this indicate
relationship wise. Do your look at the ruler of POF and houses. How to
use this conjunction to support the relationship?
A: I don’t work much with POF either, but it strikes me as quite
interesting that a couple would have the same POF! I’d imagine it would
mean that what’s fortunate for each of them is very similar (this would
seem to be highly beneficial for a professional partnership, I’d think).

